Blue Mountain Farms Fiber Mill

Processing Services Price List

- All prices are subject to change without notice
- Please call or email for scheduling
- Processing charges are based on incoming weight with the exception of spinning and corespun, which will be charged on outgoing weight
- Minimum processing weight for spinning is **3 pounds; 6 pounds for already washed fiber.**

Suggestions Before You Send...

- Before sending your fiber, please save yourself some time and money by skirting it. Take out what you don’t want to pay to ship or to pay us to take out. We do skirt each fleece during the washing cycle, but if we must skirt your fleece for an extended time, there will be additional skirting charges. Additional skirting fee will be billed at a rate of $3.00 / pound.
- Depending on quality, there are fibers we recommend adding 10% - 30% of merino top wool including suri, mohair, short alpaca, angora, and longwools less than 4” in length. Other fibers such as bamboo, silk, nylon, etc can be added as well.
- Adding just a small percentage of merino top to **some** fibers will yield you the greatest return with minimal loss due to fibers not holding together. It also provides memory to the finished product. We also process fibers @ 100%, but it depends on the quality.
- If you prewash your fibers, but they require additional washing, there will be a washing charge. Please don’t use conditioner, fabric softeners, or oils or we will have to rewash the fiber.

Washing/Dyeing

- $6.00 / pound to prepare for further processing. Includes 2 washes.
- Heavy vegetable matter will require a skirting fee of $3.00 / pound
- Dyeing - $10/pound after wash weight

Picking & Carding

- Wool - $ 6.00 / pound
- Exotics with 15% wool added - $ 7.00 / pound
- Exotics 100% - $ 8.00 / pound
We offer merino top to be blended with your fiber at a price of $27/pound. Other fibers are available upon request such as silk, bamboo, tencel, angelina, nylon, alpaca, angora, etc. Exotic fibers include mohair, llama, alpaca, angora, dog hair, and others. If you have a question not covered here, please just call.

**Felting**
- Wet felting batts $15/sheet for the initial 2 sheets. We give larger quantity discounts.
- Batting can be run in ¼ lb., ½ lb., 1 lb., 1 ½ lb., 2 lb. increments.

**Core Spun Yarn**
- Core spun - $20/lb outgoing finished weight

**Pin Drafting**
- Wool - $3.00 / pound
- Exotics with 15% wool added - $4.00 / pound
- Exotics - 100% - $5.00 / pound

**Spinning**
- Prices for spinning include picking, carding, and pin drafting and are based on outgoing weight.
- **Wool** – Lace weight - $30.50/pound; Fingering/Sock weight - $29.50/pound; Sport weight - $28.50/pound; DK weight - $27.50 / pound, Worsted weight - $26.50 / pound, Chunky weight - $25.50 / pound
- **Exotics** – Lace weight - $31.50 / pound; Fingering/Sock weight - $30.50/pound; Sport weight - $29.50; DK weight - $28.50 / pound; Worsted weight - $27.50 / pound, Chunky weight - $26.50 / pound.
- We do process some exotics at 100%, alpaca included. Processing is dependent on the fiber quality.
- Wash your yarn - $1.50 / pound
- Skeining fee of $2.00/lb. outgoing weight will be applied to orders with skeins smaller than the standard yardage.
- Additional charges may apply depending on requests and fiber submitted.

**For additional information or requests not covered on this price list, please feel free to contact us at [shawfamily@bluemountainfarms.net](mailto:shawfamily@bluemountainfarms.net) or (717) 599-7665. **